TEDxTheOrchidSchool -2018

Good Evening!
Schools are epicenter of all the learning and future building activities! Ideas are generated and flourished in
very vibrant and energetic environment of schools, which are ready for the generations to come and take
over!
Yes! Take Over, not because we are obsolete or out dated, but because they are futuristic and updated! May
be ahead of time ……and ahead of us!!
Rather than pulling them down let’s pull ourselves up!
This can happen only by Understanding, empowering and co partnering with these young people who are
known as the millennials!
While curating this event as co-organizer, with Trisha and all the amazing members of the organizing
committee, I have realized that events like this broaden the scope of learning not only for students but for the
teachers too.
One gets to witness, Flawless planning, division and delegation of work, acknowledging support and offering a
helping hand, recognizing the strength of each member of the team, assigning task with foolproof time lines
and above all meeting those time lines and adhering to the guidelines, all comes to the fore which otherwise
would have never been explored or exploited in a regular classroom interactions!
Organizing programmes like TEDx, gives us an opportunity to bond and to empathize with each other! The
teacher become the student, when it comes to technology! You have already witnessed the magic of our
technical team in Teasers and behind the scenes videos!
Social media is buzzing with the news of TedxTheOrchidSchool because of these netizens!
The ambience is speaking volumes of the creative prowess and dexterity of our creative team!
The auditorium will echo the sound of their music for years to come!
Pulling up strings, tying all lose ends, coordinating as much as with ten different departments ,negotiating
with adults deftly but in a very matter of fact manner ! I have witnessed all my students taking charge and
always assuring me of success of this event!
Where in our curriculum we provide our students with such opportunities to present all their expertise,
talents and skills?
Unfortunately, we only talk about grades and exams!
TOS loves to partner with our students hence keeps bringing in programmes like this to make difference in
their lives and in our way of thinking!

We are lucky to have amongst us the speakers who share the same thoughts as ours! They are the millennials
themselves in their attitude and outlook!
I am certain that you will enjoy the flavor and essence of the talks of our esteemed speakers, who have put
together their thoughts in their unique way to portray the life of and around the millennials who are the real
game Changers!
Thank you
Click here for the youtube link

